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Creating a Culture of Coexistence
"Thanks so much for your willingness to share with our students on
this complicated and challenging issue. What you modeled for our
students is exactly what we have tried to communicate in this course
(among several other objectives!). The important component is
respectful dialogue, even when we disagree, and working towards
building trust. It was an outstanding example of how we have to
work together!"
Dave Daley, CSU Chico Professor, in response to a
California Wolf Center lecture on coexistence.
Welcome to the first of many California Wolf Center monthly
newsletters! Now you can stay up to date on how we accomplish our
mission and make our vision a reality.

Born to be Wild

Mexican gray wolf M1130 was born at the
California Wolf Center and has now been
released with his mate F1305 into the wild!
We are so proud to have been involved in
this wolf's life and cannot wait for updates
on his wild adventure! This celebratory
event is critical to save Mexican gray
wolves from extinction.
Learn More

Talking About Tolerance

Karin Vardaman, our Director of California
Wolf Recovery, had the honor of speaking
at Chico State University along with a
rancher from Modoc county about the
importance of working together through
differing opinions of wild wolf recovery.

Education for Everyone

Our conservation center was visited by 200
guests this week! Among them was a very
inquisitive seven year old girl determined
to grow up to be a wildlife biologist. She
was inspired by the curious yet shy nature
of our resident wolves.
Learn More About Visiting

A Lasting Legacy

With a $5,000 donation you can create a
legacy for a loved one or your family by
naming one of our resident Mexican gray
wolves! With less than four hundred
Mexican gray wolves, this is an incredible
opportunity! Please call our office for more
information
at 760-765-0030.

Voice of the Volunteers

Pam Howard is a San Diego native and
eleven year volunteer at the California
Wolf Center! She is our Membership
Coordinator and has an immense passion
for educating our guests about wolves.
Learn About Our Volunteer Program

The California Wolf Center is dedicated to the recovery of wolves in
the wildlands they once roamed. We envision a landscape where
wolves thrive in healthy ecosystems and wolves and people
successfully coexist.

Donate
californiawolfcenter.org

